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PLANNING
FOR CHANGE

NAHA TOUR SET FOR JUNE 2017
June 9–20 Northern Migrations Tour | June 21–24 NAHA-Norge seminar in Stavanger (optional)

Y

ou're invited to join NAHA next summer as we explore
migration from, to, and within northern Norway. Our
Northern Migrations Tour begins in Norway’s medieval
capital city of Trondheim and continues northward to Bodø. Guided
by St. Olaf College Professor Emerita Solveig Zempel, participants
will visit Dønna, the birthplace of novelist and NAHA founder
Ole Rølvaag; explore Viking and fishing migrations in the Lofoten
islands; learn about the seasonal movements of Sami reindeer
herders; and much more. Along the way, we will travel through
spectacular landscapes under the midnight sun, enjoy delicious,
locally sourced cuisine, and learn about the culture and lifestyle of
contemporary northern Norway.
Following the tour, participants have the option of attending the
13th NAHA-Norge seminar, June 21–24, in Stavanger, site of the
first emigrant ship to sail from Norway to the United States.
(Visit tinyurl.com/NAseminar for conference details.)

W

Detail of unsigned
postcard captioned
“Glædelig Jul.”
Printed in Worcester,
Mass., by the George
C. Whitney Co. From
the O. M. Norlie
Collection.

• R
 elocating the Archives to a new Special Collections area in Rølvaag
Memorial Library while increasing our holdings and digitizing key collections.
• Publishing books currently in our pipeline and developing a framework for future
publications.
• Continuing to hold regular programs and events offering sound scholarship and
engaging interpretation.
• Developing and implementing a membership recruitment strategy.
• Refining a fundraising strategy for growth of both operations and endowed funds.
• Working closely with St. Olaf College during the transition of our archivist and
editor positions.
It’s an ambitious list, but I’m confident that our staff and board have the skills and
commitment to make these plans a reality.
Here’s where you come in: Your engagement, participation in our programming, and
financial support make all the difference. Do you have friends or family members who
would make great NAHA members? Invite them, or give them a gift membership this
holiday season. Do you know of materials that belong in the Archives? Connect with our
archivists. Do you have a suggestion for a tour or event? Let us know. Can you make a
year-end financial gift or consider including NAHA in your estate plans? We thank you!
By working together and planning for change, NAHA will continue to thrive. It’s an
exciting time for the Association —
 thank you for being a part of it.

Amy Boxrud, Director
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on the
cover

hen I wrote my first director’s column for Currents 18 months ago,
I included a quote I found particularly inspiring: Change is the heartbeat of
growth. If this is true, and I believe it is, then the pulse of the NorwegianAmerican Historical Association is beating strong and steady.
Already in the past biennium, we have successfully navigated a key staff
retirement, carried out a capital campaign for climate-controlled archives, and
completed our strategic plan for 2013–16. More change awaits next year,
with the announced retirements of NAHA archivist Gary De Krey and our
editor, Todd Nichol, both slated for August 2017.
How will we manage these and other major changes as an organization?
By planning for them. At our last meeting in October, the NAHA board
approved a new strategic plan, which will provide a blueprint for change and
growth to guide us through 2019.
The new strategic plan includes:

The Northern Migrations Tour includes a visit to the Lofoten
Museum in Kabelvåg, where participants will learn about
seasonal fishing migrations to the area.

ITINERARY
June 9

Departure

June 10

Arrive Trondheim

June 11

Trondheim

June 12

Trondheim – Snåsa – Grong

June 13

Grong – Brønnøysund

June 14

Brønnøysund – Sandnessjøen

June 15

Sandnessjøen – Dønna (day trip)

June 16

Sandnessjøen – Glomfjord

June 17

Glomfjord – Bodø – Lofoten

June 18

Lofoten

June 19

Lofoten – Bodø

June 20

Depart Bodø

June 21–24

Seminar in Stavanger (optional)

REGISTER
June flights are in high demand, so register early
for best airfare. For more information, including
a detailed itinerary, visit naha.stolaf.edu. To
reserve your spot, contact Nicole Anderson at
Borton Overseas, nicole@bortonoverseas.com,
800-843-0602.

COST
•$
 2832 per person for NAHA members,*
double occupancy
•	$3032 per person for non-members,*
double occupancy
• $507 single supplement
*Preliminary price, based on 20 participants. Price does not include
lunches, some dinners (as noted on detailed itinerary), and airfare to
Trondheim and from Bodø. Also excluded are Stavanger conference
registration and fees and personal expenses. Be sure you acquire a valid
passport well in advance, and note that if your passport expires within six
months of the trip you will need to renew before traveling.

naha.stolaf.edu
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Above, upper: James Leary (standing) facilitates
a panel discussion with musicians (from left)
Beth Rotto, Andrea Een, Arna Rennan, and
LeRoy Larson. Lower: Presenters and attendees
join with local musicians for a Nordic folk
music session in downtown Northfield.
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More than 100 members and friends
of NAHA gathered at St. Olaf
College to attend its 2016 Biennial
Meeting on Oct. 29. In addition to
conducting the regular business of
the Association, members enjoyed
an educational and entertaining day
focused on Norwegian-American
folk music.
James Leary, professor emeritus
at University of WisconsinMadison, kicked off the day
with the keynote presentation,
“Early Recordings of NorwegianAmerican Folk Music: History
and Happenstance.” Visit
naha.stolaf.edu to watch a
video of the presentation.

Also presenting was Laura
Ellestad, a Canadian Hardanger
fiddler in a Ph.D. program at the
Norwegian Academy of Music
in Oslo. Ellestad presented
"Competing for Survival: The
Hardanger Violinist's Association
of America and their Kappleiks
(1912–1952)."
Amy Shaw, associate professor at
St. Catherine University, presented
her work on the life and music
of Norwegian-American fiddler
Ole Hendricks (1851–1935). The
presentation, "Vitality, Life,
and Soul: Building Up a Town
With a Fiddle," included musical
performances with guitarist Chris

I MAGES COU RTESY OF (CLO CKWI SE ) JANN E HOE M; R EB ECCA ZEN EFSK I/REB ECCA ST U DIOS; J EFF MILLER, U N IVERSITY OF W I SCONSI N- M ADI SON

2016 BIENNIAL MEETING
WRAP-UP

I MAGES COU RTESY OF (FR O M TO P) A MY B OXR UD, DO U G BRAT LA N D, MA RK HEIMA N

Members of the 2014–16 NAHA Board of Directors
gather for a final group photo. Five new board members will
replace five departing members for the 2016–18 biennium.

Bashor, fiddler Beth Rotto, leader
of the Decorah-based band FootNotes, and Minneapolis-based
fiddler and composer Sara Pajunen.
The day ended with Leary
facilitating a panel discussion
with Rotto, Duluth-based folk
vocalist Arna Rennan,
St. Olaf College Professor Emerita
Andrea Een, and LeRoy Larson,
founder of The Minnesota
Scandinavian Ensemble.
During a Nordic-inspired
luncheon, NAHA held its biennial
business meeting, shared plans
for the future, and celebrated
the successful capital campaign
for climate-controlled archives.
Dennis Gimmestad thanked and

recognized the contributions of
outgoing board members Karen
Davidson, Katherine Hanson,
Karen A. Humphrey, Liv Hustvedt,
and Brian Rude. New directors
are Jim Honsvall, Scott Knutson,
Ann Marie Legreid, Debbie Miller,
and Cindy Olson. Following the
day's presentations, the board
elected an executive committee
to serve for the next biennium:
Dennis Gimmestad, president;
Ron Johnson, vice president;
Blaine Hedberg, treasurer; Leslee
Lane Hoyum, secretary; and Kim
Kittilsby, member at large.
The day ended with a social hour
and an open Nordic folk music
session in downtown Northfield.

GIFT MEMBERSHIPS
FOR THE HOLIDAYS
For the history or genealogy lover on your
list: A 2016 gift membership includes the
third volume of Orm Øverland’s From
America to Norway: Norwegian-American
Immigrant Letters 1838–1914 (630 pages,
hardcover — a $60 value);
a subscription to
Currents, free use
of the archives, and
more. Memberships
start at $55 ($40 for
students). Order by
Dec. 20 to ensure
gift-wrapped
book delivery by
Dec. 24. For more
information, visit
naha.stolaf.edu.

ANNUAL FUND
APPEAL

Above, clockwise: Speakers Laura
Ellestad, Amy Shaw, and James
Leary engaged attendees with
presentations on current research in
Norwegian-American folk music.

As 2016 draws to a close, NAHA looks back
at a year of robust programming. In May,
members enjoyed a tour of historic churches,
and our October biennial meeting offered
a day-long focus on folk music. This fall
NAHA released Vol. 3 of From America to
Norway: Norwegian-American Immigrant
Letters 1838–1914. And throughout the
year, we assist scholars, students, and family
historians in their archival research.
All of these accomplishments are made
possible by member support. Help us finish
the year in strong financial standing so we
can carry out our plans for 2017. To donate
to our 2016 Annual Fund, look for a year-end
mailing, arriving soon in member mailboxes.
Or donate online at naha.stolaf.edu.
naha.stolaf.edu
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In the old country, brewing was
an important part of yuletide
preparations. Consequently, themes
of alebowls and beer commonly
appear in Christmas illustrations.

UNCODING GOTHIC SCRIPT
BY DALE HOVLAND

Transcribed
1. Davids Psalme.
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Auto Translated (from Danish)
1. David's psalm.

Herren er min Hyrde, mig skal
ikke fattes.

The Lord is my shepherd; I shall
not lacking.

2. Han lader mig ligge i skjønne
Græsgange, han leder mig (sagteligen)
til de stille (rindende) Vande.

2. He makes me lie down in beautiful
Pastures, he leads me (softly)
the quiet (running) waters.

3. Han omvender min Sjæl, han
fører mig paa Retfærdigheds Veie for
sit Navns Skyld.

3. He repent my soul, he
leads me in paths of righteousness for
His name's sake.

TRADITIONS OF
CHRISTMAS PAST
IMAGE CO URTESY O F NATI O NAL LIB R ARY OF NO RWAY

Original

GOTHI C S CR IP T KEY CO URT ESY O F DENSTOR EDANS K E. DK

Reading the Gothic script used in some old Norwegian printed materials can be a challenge.
To complicate matters, the language of these materials is Dano-Norwegian: the Danish-based
language that was used in Norway by the church and government. Shown below are verses
1–3 of Psalm 23 from a Bible printed in Christiania (Oslo) in 1854.
To date, no online tool exists to automatically translate from Gothic Script to English,
so readers must manually rewrite the text in modern script. The key, provided below, may
provide useful reference.
After rewriting in modern script, a translation tool such as Google Translate (translate.
google.com) can be helpful. Google Translate detects the language of the rewritten text as
Danish (which it basically is). The resulting translation shown is somewhat understandable
and much better than if the language is specified as Norwegian.
Alternatively, some readers may prefer to use the Dansk-norsk-engelsk ordbog (Købénhavn,
1897). This dictionary converts Dano-Norwegian words in Gothic script to English in modern
script, saving the reader the step of using an online translation tool. Find the dictionary online
at tinyurl.com/ordbog-online.

BY AMY
BOXRUD

Editor’s Note: A version of this article
first appeared in the Dec. 14, 2015
issue of Southern Minnesota Scene.

E

ating lutefisk and lefse,
making sandbakkels and
rosettes, and opening
gifts on Christmas Eve instead
of Christmas Day: These are all
holiday traditions still practiced
in many Norwegian-American
families. But over the years, other
immigrant yuletide traditions have
fallen by the wayside. Sharing a
bundle of grain with the birds,

brewing Christmas beer, and
Christmas masquerading are, for
most Norwegian-American families,
lost traditions of past generations.

Christmas Brewing
Since Viking times, beer has played
an important role in Norwegian
celebrations. And while there
may not seem to be an obvious
connection between brewing
beer and the religious holiday
of Christmas, a long-standing
association exists in Norway,
stretching back to early Christian

laws. In Keeping Christmas, Yuletide
Traditions in Norway and the
New Land (Minnesota Historical
Society Press, 2001), Kathleen
Stokker writes that King Haakon
the Good moved the mid-winter
jól festival to coincide with the
Christian celebration of Christmas
in the 10th century. He also
mandated that every peasant brew
a supply of beer for the occasion.
Medieval laws upheld the custom
and imposed stiff fines on any
landowner who didn’t brew an
ample amount for the celebration.
The local priests enforced these
laws, going from farm to farm to
inspect and test the quality of the
beer. In time, a farm’s reputation
within the community rested on
the quality of the beer it produced,
and brewing became an important
part of Christmas preparations.
The Norwegian website,
Ølakademiet.no, describes Christmas beer as it was made “in the old
days” as “full of malt flavor and
not too bitter.” On the organization’s blog, “Bjarte Brewmaster”
advises: “Christmas beer should
be both sweet and strong!” In
some areas, juniper was used as
an ingredient for bitterness, and
blueberries for sweetness.
Norwegians were a superstitious
lot, and brewing was no exception.
They followed careful rituals to
ensure the strength and quality of
the beer, including consecrating
naha.stolaf.edu
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A Feast for the Birds
A popular Norwegian tradition
with an unknown origin is the
sharing of a julenek, or bundle of
grain, as a Christmas feast for the
birds. The first written reference
to the tradition is in 1753, when
a prominent clergyman Erik
Pontappidan described it as the
“Norwegian peasant’s hospitality
extending to the
birds which he
invites to be his
guests by placing
an unthreshed
sheaf of grain on
a pole against the
barn door.”
Many priests in
the 1700s denounced
the tradition as a
pagan custom, which
has led to speculation
that the Christmas
sheaf tradition goes
back to pre-Christian
times. In the folk
tradition, the sheaf
was said to predict
the following year’s
harvest. If many
birds flocked to the
sheaf, it predicted a

good harvest, but if few birds came
and ate only a little, famine or a
bad harvest was in store.
Over time, the custom became
a popular motif in works of art as
part of an idealized Norwegian
Christmas, particularly during
the mid-1800s. “The julenek has
become a symbol of Christmas
generosity and commonly appears
on Norwegian Christmas cards,
wrapping paper, and gift tags,”
writes Stokker.
This custom of providing
the birds a special meal at
Christmastime carried over to the
new land. But while the tradition is
still practiced widely in both rural
and urban areas in Norway, it is not
widely seen in the United States.
NAHA member Sarah Halvorson
Brunko of Andover, Minn., is
a third-generation NorwegianAmerican who has revived the
julenek tradition in her own family.
Having learned of it while living
with relatives in Norway, she now
makes the bundles using grain
from her family farms in western
Minnesota. “Dad plants regular
field wheat, which I generally
cut in late July or early August
— before the combine comes to
harvest. We originally toyed with
the idea of using an old-fashioned
binder, but now I cut by hand,”
Halvorson Brunko says.

Christmas Fooling
Maybe the most unusual bygone
holiday tradition is to gå julebukk,
or julebukking, as it is often called
in America. A julebukk is literally a
“Christmas buck” — a male goat.
The name’s pre-Christian roots may
refer to a goat that was slaughtered
for the yule celebration, or the goats
in Norse mythology that pulled

I MAGE COURTE SY OF NATI O NAL LI BR ARY O F N ORWAY

the homebrewing community and
small craft brewers to keep these
alive or revive them.” One craft
brewery reviving the tradition
is HammerHeart Brewing Co.
(hammerheartbrewing.com) in Lino
Lakes, Minn. Co-founder Austin
Lunn completed an internship
at a Norwegian brewery before
returning home to establish
HammerHeart. The brewery’s dark
ale with spices, called Midvinter
Øl, is inspired by the Norwegian
juleøl tradition.

I MAGE COURTE SY OF NAHA AR CHIV ES

The julenek
became a
popular art
motif as part
of an idealized
Norwegian
Christmas,
particularly
during the
mid-1800s.

the brewing vessel with hot steel
or a burning branch, protecting
the vessel with a knife or a piece of
steel, and screaming at the yeast to
“startle” it into action.
Norwegian immigrants continued the practice of brewing when
they left the old country, and some
maintained the folk beliefs of their
Norwegian ancestors, according
to Stokker. But the landscape of
homebrewing changed with the
advent of Prohibition in 1919,
banning the manufacture, sale, and
transportation of alcohol, including
beer made at home. While Prohibition was repealed in 1933, the
legislation left out the homebrewing of beer, which remained illegal
on a federal level until 1979.
“Prohibition wiped out most
beer styles,” says Randy Clay, cofounder of Imminent Brewing in
Northfield, Minn. “As with a lot
of obscure beer styles, it’s up to

the chariot for the god Thor. The
custom is also known as Christmas
fooling, masquerading, or mumming. Imagine Christmas trickor-treating for entire families, or
groups of adults, with the disguised,
uninvited guests attempting to go
unrecognized by their hosts.
Oscar Hertsgaard’s memories
of julebukking in his hometown
of Kindred, North Dakota, during
the 1880s and 1890s, are found
in the archives of the NorwegianAmerican Historical Association:
“At no other time of the year
did sociability take over like
Christmas. It might border on
the hilarious when big and small
groups would set out on what was
called “julebukk” parties. Both
men and women would dress up in
all sorts of disguises, like a bunch
of buffoons. They would pile into
bobsleds and drive from one farm
to another to do their stunts of
entertaining, dancing and joking
and trying to keep everyone
from guessing ‘who’s who.’ Some
kind of treats were expected at
each place, as a slight sign of
appreciation.”
Practices varied from place to
place. Stokker writes that whole
families or groups of friends might
participate together. Julebukkers
might seek out alcohol or avoid
it entirely. The outing might or
might not include singing or
instrumental music, and groups

might visit a whole neighborhood
or only a few close friends.
The widespread practice of
julebukking came to an end
in most Norwegian-American
communities in the late 1930s
or early ’40s. Reasons for its
demise, according to Stokker,
include increased mobility,
causing neighborhoods
to be less homogeneous;
a trend toward more
standardized lifestyles;
a growing suspicion of
strangers; cars and tractors
replacing the horse and
sleigh (the traditional
mode of transportation
for julebukking); and the
end of Prohibition, which
eliminated alcohol as a
motivating force behind
the custom.
While the tradition
may be faded, it hasn’t
disappeared completely.
What began as a custom
for individuals and families
has been revived by
communities and cultural
groups. The NorwegianAmerican hot spots of
Petersburg, Alaska, and
Vesterheim NorwegianAmerican Museum and
Heritage Center in Decorah,
Iowa, include the custom
in their annual Christmas
celebrations each year.

“AT NO OTHER TIME of the
year did sociability take over like
Christmas. It might border on the hilarious
when big and small groups would set out
on what was called 'julebukk' parties.”
— Oscar Hertsgaard

A New Year's greeting card illustrated
by Andreas Block (1860–1917) depicts
julebukking in Norway.

SHARE YOUR YULETIDE CUSTOMS. Which Norwegian traditions do
you keep alive? Which customs do you remember fondly? Share them with NAHA at naha@stolaf.edu
or mail them to NAHA, 1510 St. Olaf Avenue, Northfield, MN 55057. Submissions will be archived and
possibly used in future publications.

naha.stolaf.edu
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Original Knute Nelson campaign poster

W

e welcome donations illustrating all aspects of NorwegianAmerican history and culture. The most recent NAHA
strategic plan emphasizes the continuing solicitation
of new collections.
The Archives continue to benefit from the generosity of members
and friends who have made important donations, and we welcome
your help in building the collection. Do you have NorwegianAmerican letters, diaries, photographs, family histories, recordings,
and community or congregational materials at home? Do you know
of such items in the hands of others? If so, please contact us at
naha-archivists@stolaf.edu. Perhaps this list of recent donations
will suggest some possibilities.
For guidance on what NAHA collects, please consult the guidelines
near the end of the Archives page on the NAHA website: naha.stolaf.edu/
archives/guidelines.pdf. We are particularly interested in Canadian
materials and in materials that concern the experiences of post-World
War II Norwegian immigrants. Although we aren’t able to acknowledge
all donations here, we do appreciate every donation, large and small.
Families may be sure that important donations made to the NAHA
archives will remain open for future family consultations.

DONATED JULY 1 – SEPT. 30, 2016
FAMILY HISTORIES,
MEMOIRS, AND
ORGANIZATIONAL
HISTORIES

Union Pacific Railroad crew, ca. 1940, from the
Ole P. Larsen papers.
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• Berntsen-Jacobsen Letters. Three
letters (with translations) sent
from Anna Berntsen, Kamperhaug,
Telemark, Norway, to her cousin
Mrs. O. A. Jacobsen (Anna), Willmar, Minn., ca. 1948. Added to
P1685 Norway-America Letters.
Donated by Judith Christensen,
NAHA Sustainer Member.

• Larsen, Ole P. (1888–1972) Family
Archives. Larsen emigrated from
Norway in the early 1900s and
settled in Rock Springs, Wyo.
He worked for the Union Pacific
Railroad. In 1915 he married Julia
Hollevuik, and together they
homesteaded a farm at Millburn,
Wyo. The collection contains
two albums of photographs and
postcards (some sent from friends
and family in Norway) depicting a
variety of subjects: American West
and ranch life; Native Americans;
Norwegian scenes and people
(including the Sami); and holidays
(Christmas). Added to P0539
Family Histories. Donated by
Andeana Fisher.
• Pederson, Carolyn Kjera (1925–
2016). Carolyn’s Poems (1998). The
collection includes occasional poems
composed by a country school
teacher over a span of 50 years that
chronicle family events and other
celebrations in the Starbuck and
Cyrus, Pope County, Minn., areas.
Added to P0316 Poems. Donated
by Randy Pederson.
• Union State Line Church,
Estherville, Dickinson County, Iowa
(now Jackson, Minn.), 1899–1907,
confirmation attendance register.
Probably kept by Rev. Thor C.
Thompson, subsequent editor of
the Chicago Lutheran and other
publications. Added to P0537
Congregations Papers. Purchased
by NAHA Archives.

Above: Postcard
from the Ole P.
Larsen papers,
1905. Left: Rev. Paul
Knudsen Dybsjord
and Heensåsen

• Winge, Dennis. In Search of
a New Scandinavia: The Story of
the Norwegian Winge Immigrant
Family (2016). Account of the
immigration of Vinge family
members from Skatval parish in
Nord-Trøndelag. From the author’s
note: In Norway, “the Vinges were
stable, independent landholders …
Their emigration and subsequent
pioneering in Goodhue and Lac
qui Parle Counties in Minnesota is
a story typical of many Norwegian
families. The enclave of the Vinge,
who became the Winge, family in
Wanamingo Township in Goodhue
County became a new Scandinavia
for them. Considerable emphasis
is placed on the family life in
Norway and in pioneer settlements
in Minnesota as well as history of
… the Hauge Synod in America.”
Added to P0539 Family Histories.
Donated by Dennis Winge.

Church, Vang,
Oppland, Norway,
ca. 1902.

PHOTOGRAPHS
AND POSTERS
• Heen Photograph Collection.
Five photographs kept by
Christopher J. Heen (1855–1921)
and family, Dennison, Minn.
Images include: Rev. Paul Knudsen
Dybsjord and the Heensåsen
Church, Vang, Oppland, Norway,
ca. 1902; daughter Mabel Heen
Waslie, ca. 1917; and Vang-area

countryside, ca. 1902. Added to
Photograph Collection P0655.
Donated by C. DeMann.
• “Knute Nelson Republican
Candidate for Governor 1892.”
Original campaign poster
published by the Price-McGill Co.,
St. Paul, Minn. Added to P0257
Knute Nelson Papers. Donated by
E. Duane and Marlene Engstrom,
Sustainer Members.
naha.stolaf.edu
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Dan Dressen

Faculty ensemble of the Minnesota Lutheran Seminary and
Institute, Willmar, Minn. The school was incorporated in 1882
and enrolled 116 students its first year. While most Lutheran
academies were feeder schools for one of the synods’ colleges or seminaries, the
Willmar Seminary catered to all Lutheran groups as well as other Protestants. The
institution grew its roster to more than 400 students each year in the early 1890s.
During the school’s 35 years of operation, 75 faculty members served the more
than 7,000 students who passed through its doors.

